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Introduction
The goal of this project was to design a single-instruction processor architecture and create a CMOS
layout. One-instruction processor is a fascinating concept because it exploits the absolute minimum of
computer architecture. I became interested in this concept because of its simplicity, and its potential
(very small amount of transistors allowing for faster clock speeds and lower power consumption).

Architecture Design
I designed a very simple multi-cycle architecture consisting of four registers, a program counter,
subtractor, and control logic. An abstracted diagram can be seen below.
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During each cycle, one memory read or write operation occurs. The principle of operation can be split
into six cycles as follows:
1. RegA = Mem[PC], PC = PC + 1
2. RegA = Mem[RegA]
3. RegBAddr = Mem[PC], PC = PC + 1
4. RegB = Mem[RegBAddr]
5. RegB = RegB – RegA, RegC = Mem[PC], PC = PC + 1
6. Mem[RegBAddr] = RegB, RegB <= 0 ? PC = RegC
The processor operates on pointers, that is, the first “value” that gets fetched into a register is a pointer
to the actual values that the processor operates on. That is why the processor needs to fetch each value
“twice”. The first fetch is the pointer destination and the second fetch is the dereferencing of the
pointer. The same does not apply to register C because C is simply a pointer to the next instruction.
The instruction the processors performs every time could be transcribed as “subtract value A from B
and go to C if the result is less or equal to zero”. This does not sound like much but this processors,
provided it has enough memory, can solve any algorithmic problem. We can force branch by making
the value C the same as the next program counter value, add by subtracting negative numbers and we
can branch by providing a different value C. Sample testing program can be seen below.
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Architecture Simulator
To verify the programs I wrote for this processor, I wrote a very simple simulator. It takes in a file with
the machine language program (initial values of the memory), and simulates the execution of the
program step by step.

FPGA Prototype
I have decided to make a FPGA prototype on the school’s Altera DE2-115. I have created a test bench
that allowed me to step through the cycles and verify the values going into and out of the memory. I
have discovered a few timing issue when I was running the design on a physical FPGA chip that made
me change the type of memory used in the prototype (level-sensitive instead of edge-sensitive).

CMOS Layout
After making final improvements on the FPGA prototype, I moved to designing a CMOS layout. I used
Cadence Encounter to synthesize, place, and route the core. The synthesized schematic can is shown on
the next page. I utilized the pin planner functionality of Encounter to specify where the input and
output pins should be. I also ran clock synthesis (1 MHz target speed) and ran the clock analysis. The
final layout can be seen below.
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Timing analysis graphics can be seen below (blue represents no phase delay, red represents greatest
phase delay).
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Next, I ran the power analysis. The total power consumption of the design is less than 3 mW.
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Finally, I ran the geometry and connectivity verification in Encounter.
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Next, I imported the layout to Virtuoso. I ran DRC on the imported design and it passed flawlessly.

I used the pad frame provided in the OSU standard cell library for our process to create the pad for my
processor. The final layout with the pad is shown below.
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Issues and Challenges
1. The OSU library has bugs in the pads that causes the design not to pass the DRC. After
discussion with several experienced Encounter users on campus, we came to conclusion that the
pads are poorly designed or poorly converted for use in Virtuoso.
2. I was not able to export a schematic netlist from Encounter into virtuoso that would
successfully LVS with my design. However, I spend several hours looking for suspicious
connections in both the layout and extracted version.
3. I was not able to simulate my extracted design. My simulation would run for a couple of
minutes and then it would crash. I was working with ETG on resolving the issue, however, it
was never resolved.
4. Lack of documentation for this architecture made it especially challenging in the beginning. I
have started this project early on this semester so I could deal with architectural issues.

Conclusion
This project was very challenging in terms of CMOS layout and I have gained skills in using the
Cadence tools (especially Encounter and Virtuoso). I faced many issues that slowed down the progress,
however, I have managed to complete a core design. I hope to test the extracted version of the CMOS
layout in the near future, obtain correct pad drivers, and send the design out for fabrication through
MOSIS.
Special thanks go to Dr. Geiger, Dr. Zambreno, and Dr. Neihart for their time spent on discussing my
design and enhancing my learning experience.
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